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IN KEY
Kit and Ace’s
18K rose
gold Trinity
Ring ($158)

These international jewelry brands offer seasonal
cheer in the form of new bijoux.

Northern Lights

MUSEUMWORTHY

IN LOVING
MEMORY Siddharth
Kasliwal designed
this necklace (price
upon request) as a
tribute to his father.

In 2014, Moscow’s
Kremlin Museum mounted
an exhibition that highlighted
sumptuous jewelry throughout
India’s history. The show was dedicated
to the late Munnu Kasliwal of Jaipur’s
Gem Palace, a legendary emporium of
handcrafted bijoux with an international
following of connoisseurs. That show inspired the
newest jewels from Munnu’s son Siddharth Kasliwal,
a ninth-generation scion—the family’s ancestors
served as jewelers for Mughal royalty—who heads the
Manhattan atelier Munnu opened in 2007. Siddharth,
who works on unique pieces instead of new collections,
rendered the exotic splendor of the gems from the
exhibit into one-of-a-kind earrings and a necklace.
The pair drip with crimson spinel, uncut diamonds
and voluptuous pearl drops set against traditional
jali work, lending the set a festive air fit for a
holiday party—in a palace. 49 E. 74th St.,
munnuthegempalace.com
–Sahar Khan

This month, Canadian athleisure brand Kit and Ace, which was
launched in 2014 by JJ Wilson and Shannon Wilson—the son and
wife, respectively, of Lululemon founder Chip Wilson—debuts its
first-ever jewelry collection. Echoing the brand’s signature keyhole
motif, the line is available in both solid and electro-plated 18K rose
gold, as well as striking nickel-free silver designs ($78 to $500). And
while the collection specializes in simple femininity, the lighthearted
“beardy man” cuff links, inspired by the light fixtures at Kit and Ace’s
boutique in Vancouver’s historic district, offer an ideal accessory
option for men. 225 Elizabeth St., kitandace.com –Coleman Bentley

ICONS COLLECTION From top: Iris Apfel wears
eyeglasses ($375) designed by Efva Attling (right); Attling’s
Beatles’-inspired “It’s Only Love” necklace ($1,555).

BEATLEMANIA

Like any teenage girl growing up in
the ’60s, Efva Attling worshipped
The Beatles. Unlike most teenagers,
by age 17 Attling was also a young jewelry-maker apprenticing
with one of Sweden’s finest silversmiths. Now, the Stockholmand NYC-based former model and musician has combined
her formative passions with a striking jewelry homage to her
favorite British pop band. Efva Loves The Beatles—which
follows her recent eyewear line inspired by fashion icon Iris
Apfel—is a collection of dainty pieces ($150 to $1,805)
named after Beatles songs like “Here Comes the Sun” and
“From Me to You” that are a fitting celebration of Attling’s 20
years in the jewelry industry and a must-own for Beatles fans
across the universe. 36 Little W. 12th St., efvaattling.com –CB
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